In this paper we address the problem of agents engaged in a distributed costly two-sided search for pairwise partnerships in Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). While traditional two-sided search mechanisms are based on a purely sequential search of all searchers, our mechanism integrates an ability of some of the agents to maintain several search efforts in parallel at each search stage. We show that in many environments the transition to the new mechanism is inevitable since the adoption of the parallel-interactions based search suggests a greater utility for the searching agents. By exploring the appropriate model equations, we present the new dynamics that drive the equilibrium when using such a mechanism in MAS environments. Complementary algorithms are offered, based on the unique equilibria characteristics found, for facilitating the extraction of the agents' strategies. The analysis methodology used supplies a comprehensive solution to a self contained model, and also offers a great value for future work concerning distributed two-sided mechanisms for MAS. Towards the end of the paper we review two of these important models that can benefit from the proposed analysis.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the problem of agents engaged in a distributed costly two-sided search for partners [8] in Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). The problem is often classified as a matching problem, since the agents' goal is to form pairwise partnerships. In this problem each agent is satisfied with only one partner and gains no utility from extending (upon finding a partner) its partnership further or from operating on its own. The matching problem is a unique variant of the general coalition formation model and its main incentive is similar to the one which drives coalitions of agents: throughout partnering, the agents can operate more effectively and coordinate their activities [39] , thus increase the participants' benefits [7] .
Various centralized matching mechanisms can be found in literature [10, 3, 14] . However, in many MAS environments, in the absence of any reliable central matching mechanism, the matching process is completely distributed. In a distributed matching model the agents need to search for partnering opportunities. The agents learn about new partnering opportunities (and the benefits encapsulated in them) through bilateral interactions. The search process is considered two-sided when all agents in the environment engage in search. Thus a partnership eventually formed is the result of the combined search activities of both sides of the interaction (i.e., the agents forming it). Similarly, the two-sided nature of the search suggests that a partnership between a pair of agents is formed only if it is mutually accepted by them.
This concept of two-sided search for forming partnerships can be found in many traditional economical applications such as the marriage market [40] and the job market [27] . It can also be found in many MAS applications [22] , e.g., buyer and seller agents operating in electronic marketplaces and peer-to-peer distributed applications. 1 An important class of such applications includes secondary markets for exchanging unexploited resources. An exchange mechanism is used in those cases where selling the resources is not the core business of the organization or when the overhead for selling them makes it non-beneficial. For example, through a two-sided search, agents representing different service providers can exchange unused bandwidth [37] and communication satellites can transfer communication with a greater geographical coverage. In all these applications an agent can gain a utility only if it eventually partners with another agent. However, once a partnership is formed, adding more agents as partners does not produce any additional benefit.
The main idea of this paper is that a distributed two-sided search in MAS environments should take into consideration agents' capability to use parallel (simultaneous) interactions with other agents. This is in comparison to the traditional models found in the two-sided search literature [8, 40] where the agents' search is conducted in a purely sequential manner: each agent locates and interacts with one agent in its environment at a time. 2 Autonomous computer agents have unique inherent filtering and information processing capabilities and, most important, the ability to efficiently (in comparison to people) maintain concurrent interactions with several other agents at each given time [15, 2, 21] . This way an agent can make a decision at each stage of its search based on interactions with several other agents (instead of one). Such use of parallel interactions in search is favorable especially when the search is costly, as explained thus search in parallel). The service seekers' objective is to maximize their utility which is a function of the money they spend on the service, the time they spend looking for the service provider (and the interaction with experts along the way) and the quality of the service/solution they obtain. The service providers, on the other hand, have a resource constraint (i.e., an expert has limited time throughout the day in which she can engage in providing the service) thus an expert's utility function depends on the money she obtains, the amount of time she needs to invest in this service, the deadline set for this service (and the way it aligns with other jobs it received (or expects to receive)), etc.
In the following section we formally describe the model and detail the agents' interaction mechanism. We derive the mechanism's innovative characteristics from an analytic investigation of the agents' expected benefit equations, presented in section 3. We expand the analysis in that section to a complete equilibrium analysis by exploring the dynamics that drive the agents' strategies given the strategies set by the other agents in their environment. Throughout the analysis section we use a specific synthetic artificial environment to illustrate the unique characteristics of the model and the equilibrium dynamics. In addition, we supply efficient algorithms for extracting the agents' strategies that can be used by market makers and agent designers. In section 4 we discuss two important future extensions of the model and draw the guidelines for their analysis. A review of relevant work both in multi-agent systems and in the related area of economical search theory is given in section 5. We conclude with a discussion concerning the generality and applicability aspects of the suggested model (section 6).
The Model
We begin by describing the model and its assumptions, and provide the appropriate notations which are used later in our analysis sections.
Model Description
We consider an environment populated with numerous self-interested agents of two types, where each agent is interested in forming a partnership with a single agent of the opposite type. For illustrative purposes, in our model description we adopt the eCommerce domain terminology. Therefore, the two types can be seen as buyer and seller agents, respectively, residing in a C2C marketplace environment. Each agent is interested in buying or selling a specific item as described below. Being in a dynamic environment with a high rate of entrance and exit of agents, the agents have no a-priori valuation concerning the utility that can be obtained by partnering with specific agents of the other type in the environment. In order to learn this information, an agent needs to interact with the other agents (according to given conventions defined by ontology and a language). This is in the absence of a centralized trusted mediator with global immediate knowledge that can direct the agents into partnerships they all accept. Having no a-priori information, each agent interacts randomly with others and if the buyer agent's preferences and requirements for the product attributes and functionalities are met, then a possible transaction may be formed. The transaction defines the specific terms (including the price) and policies by which the item exchanges hands.
The utility an agent gains from any given transaction, is a function of many factors. While for simple products (like CDs), the utility is mostly a matter of price, for more complex products, the purchasing decision generally requires a complex trade-off between a set of preferences. Concentrating on C2C we note that most users in this type of market buy and sell assorted items that are often difficult to describe, and are not easily evaluated. Since in most cases a used item is considered, the value for the buyer will be influenced mostly by the specific functionalities (including attributes like color, size, etc.), quality and the current condition of the product. In addition, the transaction which will eventually be made will include many terms and policies (concerning warranties, return policy, payment policy, delivery time and policy, insurance, etc.). All these terms have values for both sides and can be critical to their buying/ selling decision, regardless of the manner of shopping [15] . Adding reputation and trust factors to the agents' considerations, and keeping in mind that in reference to many features, terms and policies buyers and sellers do not have direct competing interests [12] , we assume that the perceived utilities for a buyer and a seller agent from a given transaction are non-correlated. Similar to most other two-sided partnership formation models [8, 40] we assume that the utility of each agent from any given potential transaction can be seen as randomly drawn from a population associated with a specific probability distribution function according to its type. This latter assumption is often justified by the richness of opportunities that may be found in the environment and the complexity of each opportunity. Loyal to the economical principles of market forces as the driving forces that set the terms and conditions of potential partnerships that can be established, we can expect each agent to face a similar distribution of partnership utilities.
The interaction between buyer and seller agents may involve bargaining, however we are interested in the results of the bargaining process (i.e., the terms and policies that define the transaction) rather than the bargaining protocol itself. Therefore bargaining is just another factor contributing to the variance in outcomes and the existence of utilities distribution.
We assume that agents, while ignorant of the utility associated with partnering with specific individual agents of the other type, are acquainted with the overall utility distribution functions 6 and that this distribution remains constant over time. Similarly, the interaction with other agents does not imply any new information about the environment structure.
Before specifying our assumptions concerning the agent's parallel search capability, we would like to re-emphasize that all the assumptions made until this point concerning the utilities distribution are standard and appear in most two-sided search literature cited in this paper (e.g., [8, 40] ).
While traditional two-sided partnership formation models assume pure sequential search [8] , where each buyer agent is acquainted with only one seller agent in a search stage, in our model we integrate the capability to maintain parallel interactions. Specifically, we assume that agents of the buyer type can consider parallel interactions with several sellers (interested in selling an item similar to the one they seek to buy) at each search round, whereas sellers cannot control the intensity of their interactions. This suits the electronic marketplace domain since in current C2C markets sellers are usually approached by buyers and do not approach buyers in a proactive manner (e.g., buyers and sellers on eBay.com). Still, we do not completely ignore the option in which both sides in the search model use parallel interactions and we briefly discuss some of the aspects of such a model in section 4.2.
We assume that the agents' operation in the eMarketplace, and in particular their search process, is associated with some cost representing the resources they need to consume for their operation. Seller agents interact with one buyer agent at a time, thus their search cost per search stage is fixed. Buyer agents' search cost is more complex and is assumed to combine fixed and non-decreasing variable components, where the variable cost is a function of the number of interactions maintained in parallel. We assume that the marginal cost from interacting with an additional seller agent in parallel is non-decreasing. This is simply because there are some fixed cost components associated with any additional interaction (e.g., communication costs, processing costs [37] ).
We assume that the agents' utility from transactions, as well as the resources required for maintaining the search, can be measured on a similar scale. Thus the total search utility can be obtained by subtracting the search "costs" from the perceived utility for any given transaction. Similar to most of the other two-sided partnership formation models [8, 40] we assume that the costs are common to all agents of a given type. 7 This assumption well suits MAS environments since the agents are principally technically similar or supplied by the same market maker (unlike in environments populated with people). A model where different agents of the same type use different search cost structures may also be considered. In this case we obtain a set of sub-types that can be integrated into the appropriate equations given in the analysis section along with their distribution in the general population. For simplification, in this paper we use the analysis where all the agents of a specific type (e.g. buyer agents) share the same cost structure, which is applicable for most markets where agents are supplied to the users by the market maker.
After reviewing and evaluating the perceived utility in a potential partnership each agent makes a decision whether to commit to it or reject it. A transaction (which is the result of the partnership) takes effect only if both agents are willing to commit to it. For simplicity we assume that the agents use synchronous interactions thus if the buyer agent decides to encounter several seller agents in parallel, it commits (if at all) to its "best opportunity", i.e., the one with the highest utility, and rejects the rest of the agents with whom it interacted. A model based on a-synchronous interactions in which the buyer agent considers committing to more than a single opportunity in the same search stage is briefly introduced in section 4.1. If a dual acceptance is not reached, both agents resume their search in a similar manner (with the same cost structures).
Since the agents are self-interested, their goal is to maximize their total search utility (defined above as the perceived utility from the partnership they eventually form minus the accumulated search costs). Therefore, upon meeting a potential partner at any given stage of the search, the agent's problem is to decide whether to form a partnership with this agent or to continue its search. If it commits to a partnership with that agent and that agent commits to the partnership as well (i.e. "dual commitment") then the agent obtains an immediate gain (the expected utility from the partnership). Otherwise, the agent needs to continue searching, bearing additional search costs. In the latter case the agent's future expected utility will be derived from the benefit future interactions might offer, as well as the encountered agents' willingness to form a partnership. Therefore, an agent's decision of whether to join the current possible partnership depends on the strategies set by the other agents. In a similar manner the other agents' strategies depend on the decision of the agent. Thus, we are seeking strategies that are in equilibrium.
Lastly, we assume that utilities from a partnership are immediate (e.g., payments versus shipment of the product). Furthermore, the nature of eCommerce and agents technology suggest fast search stages and short interaction sessions. Thus even though the agents are not limited by a decision horizon or by the number of search rounds, the probability that an agents' overall search will last more than a few hours/days is negligible. Therefore, in our model we see no need in discounting utilities over time. As we briefly discuss in section 3, the inclusion of a discounting factor does not affect the analysis methodology.
Assumptions Summary
Before formally introducing the model, we recap the assumptions used and correlate them to the different entities combining our model:
1. Environment -populated with numerous self-interested agents;
2. Agents -each agent can be of one of two types (e.g., buyers and sellers); benefits from forming a partnership with a single agent of the opposite type; has no a-priori valuation concerning the utility that can be obtained by partnering with specific agents of the other type; can learn the utility of a partnership with a specific agent by interacting with it; is acquainted with the overall utility distribution functions of forming partnerships in the environment; incurs costs when interacting with agents of the opposite type; attempts to maximize its total search utility (defined as the perceived utility from the partnership it eventually forms minus the accumulated search costs);
3. Partnerships -form only if both agents commit to them; are associated with non-correlated utilities of the two agents forming them, according to their type;
4. The Search Process -each agent interacts randomly with others to learn the utility of partnerships with them; agents of one specific type (buyers) can consider parallel interactions with several agents of the other type (sellers) at each search round, whereas agents of the other type (sellers) cannot control the intensity of their interactions;
5. The Interaction Protocol -at the end of the interaction each agent decides whether to accept the partnership with the other agent or reject the partnership; if a dual acceptance is not reached, both agents resume their search; whenever parallel interactions are used, the agent uses a synchronous interaction protocol and commits (if at all) to the partnership associated with the highest utility, while rejecting the rest of the agents with whom it interacted;
6. Utilities and Costs -the utility of each agent from any given potential transaction can be seen as randomly drawn from a population associated with a specific probability distribution function according to its type; utilities are immediate and do not need to be discounted; the cost of interacting with other agents is similar to all agents of the same type; when interacting with several agents in parallel, the marginal cost of interaction with any additional agent is non-decreasing; the cost of search and the utility from a partnership can be measured on the same scale;
Problem Formulation
We use U s and U b to denote the seller and buyer agents' utility perceived from a specific transaction between them (respectively). These utilities can be seen as randomly drawn from a population with p.d.f. f 
The seller agents' search cost is fixed per any search round, denoted by c. We use U b best to denote the utility associated with the "best opportunity" among the potential opportunities available to an agent of the buyer type upon interacting with N agents of the seller type in a given search round, i.e., U
The problem of each seller agent is to find a strategy S seller : U s → {accept, reject} that will map the perceived utility of each potential interaction to a decision of whether to commit to the proposed transaction or reject it. As for the buyer agent, its strategy is a little more complex. The buyer agent needs to set a strategy, given the value of the best opportunity found in the current search round, that defines both whether to commit to an opportunity or reject it and with how many seller agents it wants to interact in parallel over the next search round (if at all). Thus the buyer agent's strategy can be specified as S buyer : U Before concluding the problem definition section, we formally summarize the two-sided search mechanism detailed above. We divide the description according to the agent's type. Each buyer type agent will be performing the following steps:
Set a value N 3: Locate randomly N seller type agents and initiate interaction with all of them in parallel 4: Evaluate the utility U b (i) from a partnership (transaction) with each agent i, (i ≤ N ).
5:
Reject all partnerships with a utility smaller than U b best 6: if Satisfied with utility U b best then 7: Commit to a partnership with the agent associated with this utility 8: if Other agent commits to the partnership as well then 9: Terminate the process (terminate search) 10: end if Reject the agent associated with this utility 13: end if 14: end loop Each seller type agent will be performing the following steps:
Wait to be approached by a buyer type agent 3: Interact with the agent and evaluate the utility U s from a partnership with it. 4: if Satisfied with utility U s then 5: Commit to the partnership 6: if Other agent commits to the partnership as well then 7: Terminate the process (terminate search) 8: end if Reject the agent associated with this utility 11: end if 12: end loop For convenience, we have added a table at the end of the paper summarizing all the notations used and their meanings.
Analysis
Since the agents are not limited by a decision horizon, and given the fact that the interaction with other agents does not imply any new information about the market structure and that the number of search rounds is not limited, the agents' search strategy is stationary (i.e. an agent will not accept an opportunity it has rejected beforehand, and the number of seller agents with which each buyer agent interacts during a search round, N , will remain constant over time). Similarly, the number of search rounds an agent has already participated in does not affect its optimal strategy, since the cost incurred in earlier search rounds is considered "sunk cost" and do not affect future expected utility from resuming the search, calculated from any decision point and on. This implies a reservation-value based strategy both for the buyer and seller agents. that is the highest utility among the different interactions maintained by the buyer agent at this stage and if it is greater or equal to the reservation value it uses). We use x b N to denote the reservation value that maximizes the buyer agent's utility as a function of the number of parallel interactions it maintains during a search round, N , and the strategy used by the seller agents. Similarly, we use x s N to denote the reservation value that maximizes the seller agent's expected utility as a function of the reservation value and the number of parallel interactions, N , used by buyer agents.
Our goal is to find a set of equilibrium strategies, i.e., a reservation value x s N for the seller agents and a pair (N, x b N ) for the buyer agents, from which no single agent of any of the types will have an incentive to deviate, as long as the other buyer and seller agents follow this strategy. For this purpose, we first analyze the strategies that will be used by each agent type, for any given number of parallel interactions, N . This is achieved by understanding how an agent's strategy is affected by changes in the strategies used by agents of the other type. The analysis is followed by an efficient approximation means for extracting the agents' reservation value in those cases where the strategies can not be immediately obtained using direct calculation. Consequently, based on the analysis presented, we manage to suggest an efficient means for finding the number of parallel interactions, N , that is used by the buyer agents in equilibrium and the appropriate equilibrium reservation values both for the buyer and seller agents.
Agents' Strategies
We begin by formulating the appropriate equations describing each agent's expected utility as a function of the strategy it uses and the strategy used by the other agents' type. Consider a buyer agent using a reservation value 
where the term
] represents the indicator of the event where the specific buyer agent and its "best" encountered seller agent (in the current search round) have found the perceived utility from a transaction between the two of them to be greater than or equal to their reservation values, resulting in a dual commitment. The term
] represents the indicator of the complementary event (i.e., where the seller and/or the buyer reject the potential partnership between them). In the latter case, the buyer agent resumes its search in the same manner, i.e., conducts an additional search round in which it interacts with N seller agents using the same reservation-based acceptance rule, hence resulting in an expected future utility which equals V used by the buyer agents:
In this case, we need to ensure that U b (the utility for the buyer from a partnership with the specific seller) is the highest among the utilities from partnering with any of the seller agents with whom it interacts. This is in addition to the requirement that both agents' (the seller's and the buyer's) perceived utilities are equal to or greater than the reservation values they set. 
Using the above notations, we attain (see Appendix A for more details):
In order to simplify the flow of the paper, we will present only the equations associated with the buyer type agents. Unless stated otherwise, similar modifications for the seller type agents are given in Appendix B or can be extracted using methods similar to those we use for the buyer type agents' equations.
Equation 4 and its sellers' modification can be used by each agent to calculate its expected utility, when using different reservation value strategies, given the search cost parameters and the strategy used by the agents of the opposite type. From this equation we can derive an agent's reaction to changes in the other agents' strategies, towards a complete equilibrium analysis. Notice that Equation 4 , as well as the rest of the following analysis, is also applicable for the traditional pure sequential two-sided search [8] , simply by using N = 1.
Continuing our analysis, we point to an immediate result from Equation 4:
The is very large, the chances of obtaining a utility greater than this reservation value from a given search round are small. Thus, repeated search rounds must be taken, leading to an overall low utility due to the accumulated search costs. If, on the other hand, the reservation value, x b , is very small, almost surely a potential transaction suggesting a sufficient utility can be obtained during the first search round.
Theorems 1-2 below, suggest several additional important properties of the agents' expected utility function, that are used later for designing the algorithms for extracting the agents' strategies. Appropriate modifications of these theories for the seller agents are given in Appendix B.
Theorem 1 The expected utility function
Proof: Deriving Equation 4 we obtain:
9 The third equation can be obtained using integration by parts over the expression:
The value x b N for which the above expression equals zero must satisfy V
is quasi concave with a unique maximum.2 Equality 6 is very common in models in which agents use reservation-value based strategies [26] . It suggests that the expected utility when using the optimal reservation value equals the optimal reservation value. Intuitively, this can be explained by the fact that the agent's optimal reservation value is the point where it becomes indifferent to the selection between the utility that can be obtained from a transaction and the utility associated with continuing the search. Similarly, if we were about to use a discounting factor λ for gains, Equation 6 would transform into:
In order to illustrate the dynamics of changes in the agent's policy we use the following synthetic artificial environment.
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Environment 1 The environment contains numerous buyer and seller agents, where each interaction between any buyer and any seller agents produces utilities drawn from a triangular distribution function, i.e.:
where in our case U upper = 100 and the search costs are C(N ) = 2 + 0.5N and c = 2.5 for the buyer and the seller agents, respectively.
13
The environment can be used both for experimenting with the traditional sequential (single interaction at a time) search and the parallel-based search. Figure 1 , illustrates the agents' expected utility as a function of their reservation value in two settings (here it is assumed that the agents of the other type use the value 30 as their reservation value). In the first setting, all the agents use the pure sequential search (N = 1). The middle curve depicts the expected utility of any of the agents in this scenario as a function of the reservation value used (the horizontal axis). Since both the buyer and the seller agents use a sequential search, the curve describes a utility function that is common to all the agents. In the second setting, buyer type agents use the new parallel search method, sampling N = 4 seller agents in each search round. In this scenario buyer type agents have the incentive to use the new technique (represented by the upper curve) since their utility increases for any reservation value they use in comparison to the pure sequential search. Similarly, the expected utility for 10 From this point and on the introduction of the appropriate utility-discounting modification to each equation used is straightforward and fits into the analysis methodology presented. 11 As we show in the following paragraphs the transition of buyer agents to the parallel interaction technique is inevitable in many environments and non-questionable given the benefits encapsulated in this mechanism. Therefore, our goal with this example is mainly to demonstrate the different theorems and analysis that we introduce throughout the paper. The selected synthetic artificial environment is rich enough for this purpose. 12 This distribution function can be associated with most electronic marketplaces. It reflects a high probability to draw an opportunity producing a low utility, and vice versa. 13 Thus when buyer agents use N=1, all agents' search cost structures are symmetric. the seller type agents (represented by the lower curve) always decreases when the buyer agents adopt the new method. The incentive for the buyer agents to use the combined parallel search technique is strong. Any single buyer agent will prefer to use more than a single interaction during a search round, if it finds the expected utility to be higher in this manner. Figure 2 demonstrates this phenomena using Environment 1. The cost functions used for this example are: C(N ) = α + βN and c = α + β. A two-sided search in this environment will take place only if the expected utility for the agents when using the pure sequential equilibrium strategy is positive. The set of α and β combinations that guarantee a positive utility (when using the equilibrium set of strategies with N = 1) is represented by the bottom triangular area in the graph. Out of this area, we have isolated (on the bottom left side) all combinations of α and β values where a buyer agent can increase its expected utility by deviating from such a pure sequential strategy (assuming all other agents' strategies are sequential) to a parallel search strategy (i.e., using N > 1). We learn from the graph that buyer agents have an incentive to deviate from the traditional pure sequential search strategy for many plausible combinations of α and β values. Furthermore, the advantage of the new technique is mostly revealed in combinations of small α and β values (in comparison to the average utility from a partnership), which characterize most MAS applications. A simple tool (applicable for any distribution function) for checking if buyer agents have an incentive to deviate from the pure sequential search technique to the parallel one is given in Theorem 5 (in section 3.5).
Next, we introduce a theorem that enables us to extract the agents' optimal reservation value as a function of the reservation value used by agents of the other type. Notice that our aim, at the current stage, is to find the reservation value that maximizes the agent's utility given the strategy used by other agents' type, rather than finding the equilibrium strategies. 
Proof: Deriving the expected utility given in Equation 4 , setting it to zero, and using integration by parts for calculating
we finally obtain Equation 9.2 From Theorem 2 we conclude that the buyer agents' optimal reservation value (and thus the expected utility for these agents, based on Theorem 1) decreases as C(N ) increases. This also has an intuitive explanation: when the search costs increase, the agent becomes less selective, reducing its reservation value. Secondly, we can conclude from Theorem 2 that the buyer agents' optimal reservation value (and thus the total utility for the agent), given the seller agent's reservation value, decreases as x s N increases. Similar results can be obtained for the seller (see Appendix B).
Approximation Technique
Both Equations 6 and 9, and their appropriate modifications for the seller agent, can be used for calculating the optimal reservation values of any agent type in the search, given the reservation values used by the agents of the opposite type. However, for some distribution functions (e.g., normal distribution function) it is impossible to extract x s N and x b N using direct immediate calculations (see the example given in Appendix B). 14 Fortunately, the characteristics of the optimal strategies (given the other agents' reservation values) as proven in theorems 1-2, enable us to use binary search as an efficient means for approximating these values up to any required precision level. In order to apply binary search here we first need to find an interval that bounds the optimal reservation value of the agent and a condition by which we can tell whether any of the specific values in this interval are greater or smaller than the optimal reservation value. Notice that in most scenarios the distribution functions of U s and U b are finite (assuming the utility of the person represented by an agent from a specific exchange is finite) and can be used as a bounding interval for the optimal reservation value of the agents. Still, in the following Proposition 1 we supply a bounding interval and necessary conditions for binary search within 14 The case of non-integrated terms in Equation 9 (due to the complexity of a specific distribution function) can be resolved by using specific function-dependent approximation techniques. For example, solving Taylor series expansion, or using the Trapezoidal Rule and Simpson's Rule. In this section we introduce a general approximation algorithm (i.e., distribution-independent) based on binary search. this interval that are applicable even for distribution functions that are not necessarily defined over a finite interval.
Proposition 1 (a) The values
x b N + satisfying (1 − F s (x s N )) ∞ y=x b N + yf b N (y)dy = C(N ) and x b N − = 0, can
be used as upper and lower bounds, respectively, for the buyer agents' optimal reservation value (given the seller agents' reservation value). Similar bounds can be found for the sellers' optimal reservation value; (b) Within the interval defined above, any value
is smaller than the optimal reservation value and vice versa.
Proof: For the proof we make use of Figure 3 which sketches the general shape of any of the agents' expected utility as a function of the reservation value used. 15 Taking the buyer type agents, as an example, the expected utility for the case where Proof: According to Proposition 2, the algorithm always handles the interval that bounds the optimal reservation value. Since the algorithm is based on binary search, its complexity is given by O(ln
Finding a Stable Set of Reservation Values
The equilibrium in our model can be described by a set (N, Using the analysis given in the previous section, we can now combine the reactions of both types of agents to changes in the other agents type reservation value, towards equilibrium.
Recall that an important result from Equation 9 , is that an agent's optimal reservation value decreases as the reservation value used by the agents of the opposite type increases, i.e., for any specific N we obtain: Figure 4 : Agents' reaction curves -the buyer agent's optimal reservation value as a function of the reservation value used by the seller agents (vertical axis) and the seller agent's optimal reservation value as a function of the reservation value used by the buyer agents (horizontal axis).
This behavior is illustrated in Figure 4 , which reflects characteristics similar to those described in [8] for the pure sequential two-sided search. Nevertheless, while in [8] any point of interception between the two curves is an equilibrium point, in our model every such point is merely a potential "suspected" equilibrium point. If the buyer agents can only change their reservation value, then each such point is an equilibrium point for the specific N value used by the buyer agents. Nevertheless, since buyer agents can control the number of seller agents with whom they interact in parallel then these intersection points can merely be considered "suspected" equilibrium points and the determination of whether these points are in equilibrium requires further validation as described in the following paragraph.
From Equation 10 we conclude that at least one "suspected" equilibrium exists for each N value (in the extreme case, we obtain a set of strategies where agents of a specific type or of both types accept any agent of the opposite type). In some environments we have a single "suspected" intersection point (for example, for the uniform distribution function). However, theoretically, a general distribution function might produce several equilibria points with uncertainty regarding the identity of the one that will eventually be used. None of these "suspected" equilibria dominates the other for both agent types (buyer agents and seller agents), i.e., none of the "suspected" equilibria Pareto dominates any of the others. This can be observed by recalling the fact that V 6) and given the structure of the two curves in Figure 4 . An additional important result is that the total number of "suspected" equilibrium strategies sets for any given N is odd. This, again, is derived from the unique structure of the two curves described in Figure 4 .
In order to find all these "suspected" equilibrium sets of strategies, for any given N value, we can use the following Algorithm 2.
The algorithm operates in a recursive form (see steps [17] [18] . It starts with an initial set of "suspected" equilibrium sets of strategies,
were found in earlier recursive executions of this algorithm for the specific N value that is used. It adds to while dif f > ρ do 6: Set
Set ) then there will be no set of strategies in equilibrium in which buyer agents use a reservation value greater than this latter x b N value. Therefore all suspected equilibrium sets are within the interval with which the algorithm begins. In its main loop (steps 5-10) the algorithm finds a set of strategies "suspected" to be in equilibrium, by sequentially changing the reservation values used by the different agent types, where at each stage one type sets its optimal reservation value given the last reservation value set for the other type. This calculation method always converges to a point of intersection of the two curves as depicted in Figure 4 (i.e., "suspected" equilibrium set) since each agent's reservation value is sequentially increased/decreased (as a reaction to the changes in the other agent's reservation value) in a decreasing rate, in each subsequent stage of the process. If only a single equilibrium set exists in the specified interval, then when executing steps 5-10 from both ends of the interval the same set of reservation values is reached, thus there is no point in searching for further "suspected" strategy sets in this interval. Otherwise, if a new "suspected" set of strategies is found, then we divide the interval into two parts and recursively activate the algorithm for any of these two new intervals (steps [17] [18] . This is due to the fact that we do not know the number of "suspected" equilibrium sets that might exist in this interval. In any case, any new "suspected" equilibrium sets of strategies are added to the set Q (steps 11-13).
Proposition 3 Algorithm 2 will reach all suspected equilibria strategy sets. The number of recursive executions of itself that will be initiated is bounded by Z * ln( d ρ ) , where d is the interval given in its most initial execution and Z is the number of suspected equilibria in the specific environment.
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Proof: Further recursive executions of the algorithm occur only if the interval contains "suspected" equilibrium sets (steps [17] [18] , in which case the interval is divided into two equal sub-intervals. If the given interval does not contain "suspected" equilibrium sets (i.e., both executions of steps 4-13 end up with the same set of strategies) then no further executions take place for this interval. Therefore, the number of recursive executions is equivalent to a binary search (in an interval smaller than d) for any "suspected" set of strategies that exist (i.e., for any intersection of the two curves). 2 Figure 5 illustrates the changes in the strategies of the two-types of agents when using Environment 1 (where buyer agents use N = 4). . Thus in the former scenario, the buyer type agents' revenue increases at the expense of the seller type agents. This is always true since the buyer agents become more selective, thus the probability for the seller agents to be accepted in a given encounter decreases (and the increase in the number of search rounds the seller agents need to execute results in increased aggregated search costs).
Finding Equilibria Strategies
Now that agents of both types are capable of calculating their strategies, given the number of parallel interactions set by the buyer agents, N , we proceed to find the equilibria strategies. As noted in the previous subsection, the agents can identify suspected equilibrium strategies set for each N value. However in order to guarantee that this is a set of equilibria strategies, we need to make sure no single buyer agent has an incentive to deviate from its specified strategy by using a different strategy ( 
We first prove part (a) of the theorem. Assume otherwise, i.e., assume
. Therefore, given Equation 9, we obtain: 
where the last equality is derived using the substitution F 
A similar proof can be written for part (b) of the theorem. 2 Therefore, in order to find an equilibrium in a given environment, one needs to find the "suspected" equilibrium strategy sets for each N value (as explained in subsection 3.3), and then check if stability holds for these sets by evaluating the buyer type agents' utility when shifting to N + 1 or N − 1 parallel interaction strategies. Nevertheless, this process requires an upper bound for N (for a lower bound we can use N = 1). The following theorem suggests such an upper bound.
Theorem 4 The number of parallel interactions, N * , that is used by buyer agents in equilibrium is bounded (from above) by any N that satisfies:
Proof: First, we will prove Lemmas 1-3. The first lemma suggests that the expected maximum utility of a sample increases as the sample size increases (however in a decreasing rate). This lemma is then used in the proof of Lemmas 2-3, that specify the condition under which both seller and buyer agents will accept any agent they come across.
, we obtain:
which is always positive.
which is always negative. 2
Lemma 2 Seller agents will commit to any partnership if the buyer agents use
parallel interactions.
in the appropriate seller's modification for Equation 4 (see Equation 33 in Appendix B) we obtain: 
. Proof: From Lemma 2, we ascertain that in this case the seller agents accept any partnership, thus any N > 1 (because the cost function C(N ) is an increasing linear (or convex) function) . Therefore if we use N that satisfies
) then we can apply the same methodology used in Lemma 2 and prove that any buyer's expected utility when using this N value is negative and therefore the buyer agents use x b N = 0 as their reservation value. 2 Returning to the proof of Theorem 4, notice that for any N that satisfies the theorem's condition, all agents' strategy would be to use a zero reservation value. Therefore, buyer and seller agents' expected utility becomes V 
are increasing concave functions (see Lemma 1) , an N value that satisfies Equation 13 always exists. 2 Once we have bounded the range of possible values for the equilibrium number of parallel interactions to be used by the buyer agents, we can suggest Algorithm 3 as a computational means for finding the equilibrium strategies. Find the "suspected" equilibrium strategy sets using Algorithm 2 when the buyer agents use i parallel interactions. 5: Add to Result each of the sets found in step 4 that satisfies the conditions given in Theorem 3. 6: end for 7: return Result While Algorithm 3 returns all the "suspected" equilibrium sets of strategies, we do not attempt to determine which one will eventually be used. The research on multiple non-dominating equilibrium strategies in game and agents theory is quite rich [17] , and thus we do not include this question within the scope of the current paper. Figure 6 , illustrates the expected utility of buyer agents as a function of the number of parallel interactions, N , that they use when in environment 1. In this case, the optimal expected utility will be obtained when using N = 11. This expected utility that the buyer agents obtain in equilibrium is greater than the one obtained in the purely sequential two-sided search model (see Figure 1) . The utility of the seller agents significantly drops in this case. 
Buyer Agents' Incentive to Use Parallel Search
As demonstrated in Figure 2 , in many environments buyer agents have a strong incentive to adopt the new parallel search mechanism. The following Theorem 5 suggests a simple rule for checking whether or not buyer agents indeed have an incentive to adopt parallel search in a given environment. Theorem 5 is applicable for any distribution function. Its advantage is that it supplies a simple tool for determining whether the analysis suggested in this section should be applied in the specific environment in which the agents operate. Using Equation 17, the agents (or a market maker or a market designer) can identify if a single buyer agent will have an incentive to deviate from the traditional sequential search strategy to a parallel search strategy (assuming all other agents use sequential search). If such an incentive exists, then a sequential-search based equilibrium will not hold in the environment and all buyer agents will use the parallel search technique. The new equilibrium in this case can be found using the algorithms developed throughout this section.
Theorem 5 If the index I, calculated according to Equation 17 below, is greater than 1 then any single buyer agent has an incentive to deviate from a purely sequential search strategy to a parallel one.
I = C(1) ∞ y=x b 1 (1 − F b (y) 2 )dy C(2) ∞ y=x b 1 (1 − F b (y))dy(1 = C(1) ∞ y=x b 2 (1 − F b (y) 2 )dy C(2) ∞ y=x b 1 (1 − F b (y))dy(18)
Future Extensions
The work presented in this paper is the first step towards adding parallel search into MAS two-sided search models. Obviously, once the analytical foundations for analyzing a model of this type are set, many further two-sided search variants can be considered. In this section we review two of these models, which we perceive as a natural extensions of our work. While the analysis of these two model variants is beyond the scope of this paper, we do choose to present the basic equations on which their analysis should be built (which are modifications of those given in the previous sections) and point to issues that need to be addressed as part of the attempt to apply the methodology presented above.
Considering Several Sellers at Each Search Stage
In the previous section we assumed that a buyer agent engaged in parallel interactions is required to reply to all the agents it interacts with simultaneously, thus the agent commits only to the seller associated with the highest utility at that search stage (assuming the utility is above its reservation value). Notice that within any search round of the buyer agent, there might be several seller agents, with whom it interacts, associated with a utility greater than its reservation value. In such a scenario, the buyer agent can benefit from an a-synchronous decision making mechanism, in which it holds its reply to some of the agents. This way, the buyer agent, upon receiving a rejection from the seller agent associated with the highest utility, can improve its expected utility by considering committing also to partnerships with other seller agents within the current search stage.
In this scenario, the buyer agent first identifies set A of seller agents to whom it is willing to commit (i.e., associated with a utility greater than its reservation value) out of those reviewed in the current search stage, and rejects the rest. Then it commits to the agent A j ∈ A that is associated with the partnership yielding the highest utility. If a rejection was received from agent A j then this agent is removed from A and the buyer commits to a new partnership according to the same criteria. The process continues until either: (a) set A is empty, in which case the buyer agent initiates another search round; or (b) a dual commitment is obtained, in which case the agent rejects all remaining agents in A.
Notice that the above change does not affect the interaction protocol followed by the seller agents. Buyer agents, on the other hand, alter their interaction protocol (in comparison to the one presented in section 2.3) as follows:
5:
Set A = {all partnerships the agent is willing to commit to } 6: Reject all partnerships not included in set A 7: while (A = ∅) do 8: Commit to the partnership associated with the highest utility in A and remove it from set A 9: if (the other agent responded "commit") then 10: Reject all the remaining agents in A 11: Terminate search 12: end if 13: end while 14: end loop
The analysis of this new mechanism variant requires the introduction of several additional definitions and notations to aid in formally introducing its equations. Consider a buyer agent that interacts with N seller agents at a specific search stage. We use G k (x) to denote the probability that the k th best seller agent (in terms of associated utility) among the agents with whom the buyer agent interacts will offer a utility equal to or smaller than x. The value of G k (x) can be calculated using:
Notice that the function G k (x) satisfies:
The above is intuitive since the probability that the k th best partnership will be associated with a utility smaller or equal to the maximum possible value is always 1. Similarly, the probability that the k th best partnership will be associated with a utility smaller than the discrete value 0 is equal to zero (since the distribution is continuous). Notice that G k (x) increases as a function of k. This, also, is intuitive since the probability that the k-th best element in a sample of N > k values is smaller than a value x is always smaller than the probability that the (k + 1)-th best element in the sample is smaller than x.
Since G k (x) per se is a c.d.f. (commutative distribution function), we can find its associated p.d.f., denoted g k (x), by deriving Equation 19 :
Using the above definitions, we can calculate the expected value of a buyer agent when interacting with N seller agents while using a reservation value x b and while the seller agents use a reservation value x s . This is given by: 17 The probability that the k th best seller will have a utility smaller than x is the probability of having at least N − k + 1 sellers with a utility equal to or smaller than x. Therefore the index i goes from 1 to k, adding the probability of having exactly i − 1 sellers with a utility greater than x and N − i + 1 sellers with a utility smaller or equal to x.
Here, the buyer agent would have liked to partner with the k th best seller in the sample only if all N − k better seller agents have turned it down and this k th seller agent is associated with a better utility than the buyer agent's reservation value.
Similarly, the expected utility of a seller agent using a reservation value x s while the buyers use a reservation value x b and sampling N sellers at a time, and the other sellers use a reservation value x s is given by:
Here, the term
represents the probability that the current buyer agent will accept the specific seller agent for which the calculation takes place. This will happen only if the utility associated with this seller agent is above the buyer agent's reservation value, and as long as all other partnerships considered by the buyer agent, that are associated with a utility greater than the one of a partnership with the seller agent, have been rejected by the other sellers.
It is notable that in this model variant the seller agents' strategy is affected also by the strategy used by other seller agents in the environment. This, is in comparison to the model where buyer agents commit only to the best seller agent with whom they interact (if their perceived utilities are above their reservation value), in which seller agents' strategies are affected only by the buyer agents' strategy (see Equation 33 in Appendix B).
The optimal number of parallel interactions, N , in this model might be different from the one in the model presented in the previous sections. This is obviously a better model for the buyer type agents since it reduces their overall search costs. It is also beneficial for the seller type agents since it increases the probability of being accepted by the buyer, even if the seller is not associated with the highest utility in the buyer's sample. Nevertheless, since the interaction mechanism is required to be a-synchronous, various aspects need to be considered prior to the formal equilibrium analysis. For example, a seller agent in this model is required to wait until the buyer agent receives responses from several other seller agents. It is possible that during this time period this seller agent will be addressed by a new buyer with possibly a better utility associated with a partnership with it. Furthermore, the asynchronous communication requires defining appropriate protocols for maintaining timeouts and failures while communication takes place. We do believe however, that once these setbacks are resolved, the analysis of this model variant will benefit from the analysis methodologies presented in the previous section.
Adding the Parallel Search Technology to the Seller's Search
As noted, a model where sellers are also capable of conducting parallel search is not used in current markets. However, we do anticipate its application in future C2C marketplaces, where sellers will use more proactive methods to approach buyers. Though this is not the main focus of this paper, we provide a short review of such a model.
Using C s (N s ) and C b (N b ) to denote the seller and buyer agents' search costs, respectively, (where N s and N b are the sample sizes used by the seller and the buyer agents), we obtain:
resulting in:
Here, again, we obtain: lim
and:
We can also suggest a theory similar to Theorem 2, where the modification of Equation 9 is:
In this general model the equilibrium dynamics are highly influenced by the different cost function structures. The equilibrium in this model is a set of strategies defining both the number of parallel interactions and the reservation values that need to be used, (x , N s , N b ), for each agent type. However finding such an equilibrium is not trivial (we need to guarantee that no single agent of any of the types will have an incentive to change the number of parallel interactions and/or the reservation value specified for its type) and we cannot guarantee that one actually exists.
The table in Figure 7 is an example of the reservation values that will be used by buyer and seller agents, when both agents use parallel search. It uses the same environment characteristics that are detailed in environment 1. Notice that each pair (x
Ns ) is an equilibrium candidate (i.e., reflecting the stable set of reservation values used when the seller type agents use N s parallel interactions and the buyer type agents use N b ). Therefore, each pair should be evaluated according to possibilities of using other N values and different reservation values. This is 18 In this scenario, both seller and buyer equations are equivalent. 19 Here we used: demonstrated by the two sets of graphs in Figure 7 . In this example we learn that (N b = 4, N s = 6) is an actual equilibrium, because neither agent has an incentive to use a different strategy. Contrarily, the pair (N b = 1, N s = 5), is not an equilibrium point, since both agents can improve their expected utility by using different sample sizes (N b = 3 for the buyer and N s = 8 for the seller).
While this model suggests many interesting dynamics when analyzing the agents' strategies it is beyond the scope of this paper.
Related Work
The process of searching for partners, often associated with the agent matchmaking concept, has wide evidence in MAS literature [22, 7] . Service matchmaking and brokering have also been referred to in several systems and applications [43, 23] . In its wider context the pairwise partnership formation can be seen as part of the multi-agent coalition formation model found mostly in the electronic marketplace [19, 24, 36] . The emphasis on coalition formation mechanisms in ecommerce is usually associated with the advantage of potentially obtaining discounts based on volume as an incentive for buyer agents to cooperate [45, 46] . Additional coalition formation models for the electronic marketplace consider extensions of the transaction-oriented coalitions into long-term ones [7] , and for large-scale electronic markets [24] .
Nevertheless, while agents' search is recognized to be costly [9, 21] , coalition and partnership formation models typically ignore this important factor. For example, in many mech-anisms an assumption is made that agents can scan as many agents as needed [19] , or that a central matcher or middle agents are available to support the matching process [10] . This applies also to coalition formation models where the analysis is derived from equilibrium considerations [5, 44] . Furthermore, many of these models do not consider the temporal continuity of the agents (i.e., their long term considerations). 20 Only a few works have considered the problem of finding matches for cooperative tasks without the help of a predefined organization or a central facilitator [31] . None of these has considered the parallel search option.
The concept of matching agents with other agents is an important function of many domains and processes (other than MAS), thus relevant research can also be found in economics and social studies (e.g., students applying to colleges, workers seeking employers, the marriage market, etc.). The review of economic literature reveals two additional relevant research areas. The first concerns the legacy two-sided matching application [14] . Here we find two types of agents where an agent of one type can be matched only with agents of the other type [34, 28] . A matching in this context is considered stable only if no two agents can be found who would prefer to be matched with each other rather than with their current matches. A special property of such two-sided markets is that stable matchings always exist and that the set of stable matchings is a lattice under the common preferences of all agents of the same type. These results were further used for the analysis of many extensions of the model [38, 20] and for empirical studies of two-sided search markets (e.g., the labor markets [33] ). The main difference between the stable matching model and our decentralized costly two-sided search model is that the first considers a centralized match-making design, where the matching process does not involve costly search (i.e., the "stable matching" results are valid only if the process allows each searcher to consider all potential opportunities). In our two-sided search based model, this assumption that all parties involved have complete knowledge about the available options from which to choose is relaxed.
The second relevant economic research area, known as search theory, considers the problem of an individual interested in locating an opportunity which will minimize its expected cost (or maximize its expected utility), while the search process is associated with a search cost ( [26, 25] , and references therein). Within the framework of search theory, three main clusters of search models can be found. These are (a) the fixed sample size model; (b) the sequential search model; and (c) the variable sample size model. In the fixed sample size model, the searcher executes a single search round in which it obtains a large set of opportunities simultaneously [42] and chooses the one associated with the highest utility. In the sequential search strategy [35, 25] the searcher obtains a single opportunity at a time, allowing multiple search stages. Several attempts were made to adopt the fixed sample size search [21] and the sequential search [9] models in agent-based electronic trading environments associated with search costs. In these cases the main focus was on establishing the appropriate characteristics of the environment and search strategy rather than the computational aspects of extracting it. Last, the variable sample size search method [4, 13, 29, 30 ] suggests a combined approach in which several opportunities are obtained during each search period. Nevertheless, all these economic search models focus on establishing optimal strategies for the searcher, assuming no mutual search activities are taken. The environment in which the searcher operates in these models is completely static, and is not affected by the searcher's strategy. Therefore, the searcher mainly needs to extract the strategy that optimizes its expected utility and does not need to model the effects changes in its strategy will have on the strategy of others in the environment. In contrast, the analysis of two-sided search is driven mainly by equilibrium considerations.
In an effort to understand the effect of dual search activities in such models, the "two-sided" search research followed. This notion was explored within the equilibrium search framework [1, 8, 40, 3, 27] . The main drawback of economic two-sided search models in the context of MAS environments is that they all consider a purely sequential search, sampling one partnering opportunity at a time, while agents' technology allows us to maintain a large number of parallel interactions when searching. Furthermore, while traditional two-sided search research is more concerned with describing the equilibrium equations and the equilibrium affect on global economic phenomena, MAS applications research requires computational means for deriving the agents' policies for different settings and the distributed computation of the equilibrium strategy.
Discussion and Conclusions
The parallel interaction technique is inherent in the infrastructure of autonomous information agents. Nowadays, as agents technology is a reality and traditional processing and communication limitations have been removed, it is high time to consider parallel search models in MAS domains and in particular the two-sided search application. Furthermore, as proven and demonstrated throughout the paper, there is a strong incentive for individual agents to use such techniques in many different environment settings.
We show that the agents can control their search intensity by initiating parallel interactions with other agents, for improving their utility. Furthermore, the mechanism we introduce is general, and can be applied to traditional search theory domains. For example, even in the classical marriage market application, nowadays, we can find equivalents for parallel search such as TV shows where a candidate becomes acquainted with several potential partners or even speed-dating.
We emphasize that the agent's utility will never decrease when using our proposed mechanism. This is because the agent controls the number of parallel interactions it uses in each search round, hence in the worst case scenario the proposed calculations will indicate that the optimal number of interactions is 1, thus the expected utility will be identical to the case where the traditional pure sequential method is used. In fact, the latter method is actually a specific case of our general model, using a single interaction over each search round.
Deriving the equilibrium strategy for the agents is a complex task. The novelty of the proposed analysis is that it results in efficient algorithms that allow the agents to quickly eliminate non-equilibrium strategies. Furthermore, we have managed to establish a simple thumb rule for determining in which environments the use of more than a single interaction at a time is beneficial.
While the model uses pairwise partnerships, we see a potential for extending it to limited size coalitions, e.g., a carpooling application in which the coalition size is limited to 4-5 members (based on the capacity of different car models). In this case, the set of equations used can be replicated to include a limited number of additional extensions of the coalition and the use of different opportunities distribution functions for each coalition size. This paper reveals two potential future extensions of the analysis. The first concerns an alternative a-synchronous communication protocol the buyer agents can use to improve their performance and the second is a model in which all agents use the parallel search. Our initial results relating to these two extensions suggest that the analysis methodology and results given in this paper can nurture and play a significant role in the analysis and development of these interesting variants.
A The Buyer Agent's Expected Utility Function
Recall that the expected utility, V 
] represents the indicator of the event where the specific buyer agent and its "best" encountered seller agent (in the current search round) have found the perceived utility from a transaction between the two of them to be greater than or equal to their reservation values, resulting in a dual commitment. In this case, the buyer agent's utility from the partnership is U 
) represents the indicator of the complementary event (i.e., where the seller and/or the buyer reject the potential partnership between them). The probability for the latter event is 1 
B Appropriate Seller Agents' Equation Modifications
In this appendix we present the appropriate modifications for seller agents for primary equations and theorems presented in the paper.
A modification of Equation 4
A seller agent's expected utility when using a reservation value x s while buyer agents interact with N seller agents in parallel and use a reservation value x b can be calculated using: (y)dy represents the probability that the buyer agent commits to a partnership with the seller agent (i.e., the probability that the utility from partnering with the seller agent is greater than the maximum utility associated with partnering with any of the other N − 1 seller agents with whom the buyer interacts). Recall that 
This function is certainly not trivial and contains non-integrated terms.
A modification for Theorem 2 
The proof is identical to the one used in Theorem 2.
C Scenarios where the Expected Utility of an Agent Strictly Decreases as a Function of Its Reservation Value
As discussed in Proposition 1, there is a unique scenario, in which the expected utility function strictly decreases and never satisfies V upper and lower bounds for the buyer agents' optimal reservation value, respectively ρ a precision level used in the suggested approximation means I an index used for determining if a single buyer agent has an incentive to deviate from a purely sequential search strategy to a parallel one. A a set of seller agents with whom a buyer agent is considering committing to a partnership, when trying to improve its acceptance probability (see section 4.1) G k (x) the probability that the k th best seller agent (in terms of associated utility) among the agents with whom the buyer agent interacts is offering a utility equal to or smaller than x (see section 4.1) g k (x) the probability distribution function derived from the function G k (x) (see section 4.1) x s the reservation value used by other sellers, used in the process of setting a single seller agent's strategy in the variant where buyer agents are trying to improve their acceptance probability (see section 4. 
